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evidence and i±x,iEzxx stand on those docttnes.

3ut now beyond this there are a great many other matters n which

Christian people differ. Watch your attitude on this.

YOr attitude shoun't hetoo extreme. You shoildnt say "Oh, it doesn't matter:

they are just minor matters." There's nothing that is a minor matter if God.

has taught it. Bat God gives his children certain independence. Here's the

other attitude: 'These things are taught and. we must stand on them; we must

work only with people that agree with them!' That's not the true attitude.

I think the attitude is this: Here are all these things clearly taught;

we stand. for those things; we work with men who are with us on those things;

there is no sense in working in those men who differ with us on those great

fundamental things of God.ere are lessons tir clearly taught, we think,

in the Scriptures; we get grat blessing from them; someone else disagrees with

us. Well, let's get into the Scriure; let's study it; let's sit down together;

lpt's try to discuss these things in a friendly manner; let's see how much we

can work axt with others who differ with us on some of the lesser things arid

let's try together to get to the point m xxux and see what the thing 5s.

This book isn't simply a book of mathematics which gives you a lot of

theories, and you simrly accept those and that is all there is to it. It is a

book which is one of the iost porpound. books ever written. You could never

get to the bottom of it. God wants us to take it, and to dig into it, and. work
spread

with it, and. get the light and d that light all *é can; but to be charitable

with others who differ with us on the lesser things that are talked about.'

That is the attitude which I think should be our attitude; arid I have done

everything I zE could in these last eleven years here at Faith Seminary to

try to make that a dominant attitude here. I think it is the attitude that

God is going to iu bless. And I think the was some of our graduates are

being used of the Lord. in many parts of this country and many continents abroad

shows that it is the attitude that it is the attitude would God bless. Yet
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